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Dear All 
Yesterday there were two heroic sports achievements -

a. Ben Stokes of England single handedly won the cricket match for England when everything seemed lost. The last 
big chase for England vs Australia was close to 100 years ago.

b. PV Sindhu of India won the World badminton championship GOLD after winning BRONZE or SILVER for the last six 
years. No Indian has ever won the World Badminton championship so far.

Self- belief in sport or business is crucial for success , both for the individual and the team. In my career , I have found 
that as a leader I can do a lot, but can never give a capsule for self- belief. Self- belief is inherent in an individual. 
In business as in sport, self- belief is a combination of talent, discipline, resilience, application, team glue and coaching. 
Self -belief first the belief that you can do it and second having enough evidence through your career that you have the 
ability to pull it off when needed. The second part - evidence is about winning. Winning creates more confidence and mote 
self -belief. In every tough situation or tight situation, the individual/team who has won more always wins. 
Individuals and teams who have self - belief : 

a. Know how to win from adverse situations or conditions.
b. They repeatedly focus on winning from where they are as opposed to looking back at what happened.
c. They set high standards for themselves and the team.

d. Success is a moving target for them, they keep raising the bar and never drop their level of performance.

e. When in a team, they are actively involved and praised other team members achievements, ire they are not about 

themselves only.
f. They have social support- the other team members plus the coach where applicable. For example, Alex Ferguson 

and Arsene Wenger, coaches of man United. And Arsenal would speak to the players at the least three times each 
in 48 hours before a big match, essentially instilling a' you can do',' I trust you' mentality in the player.

The heroics of yesterday can help us think what needs to be done in tough situations. 

All the best 
Feedback welcome 
Wr 
shiv 




